Missense mutation in the lacI gene of Escherichia coli. Inferences on the structure of the repressor protein.
The lac repressor has been studied extensively but a precise three-dimensional structure remains unknown. Studies using mutational data can complement other information and provide insight into protein structure. We have been using the lacI gene-repressor protein system to study the mutational specificity of spontaneous and induced mutation. The sequencing of over 6000 lacI- mutations has revealed 193 missense mutations generating 189 amino acid replacements at 102 different sites within the lac repressor. Replacement sites are not distributed evenly throughout the protein, but are clustered in defined regions. Almost 40% of all sites and over one-half of all substitutions found occur within the amino-terminal 59 amino acid residues, which constitute the DNA-binding domain. The core domain (residues 60 to 360) is less sensitive to amino acid replacement. Here, substitution is found in regions involved in subunit aggregation and at sites surrounding residues that are implicated in sugar-binding. The distribution and nature of missense mutational sites directs attention to particular amino acid residues and residue stretches.